Recent years have seen significant interest among scholars of International Relations (IR) in ideological analysis. By treating international theories as international ideologies, this trend entails both a radical reconceptualization of IR's disciplinary foundations as well as the emergence of important new lines of inquiry for scholars of ideology. And yet, as a research programme, ideological analysis in IR has failed to establish a significant foothold in the discipline. This article locates the source of this weakness in the fractious nature of IR as a discipline, which has contributed to the emergence of five distinct paradigms of ideological analysis: Analytical, Historical, Philosophical, Critical, and Reflexive. Reviewing these five distinct bodies of scholarship, this article demonstrates that ideological analysis is 'alive and well' in IR, but argues that greater engagement between divergent paradigms will be required in order to fully understand the complexities of international ideologies.
Introduction: Ideological Analysis in International Relations
Ideological analysis involves the study of diverse traditions of political thought and the way in which they relate to one another and to the social world more broadly. Within International Relations (IR), the sub-field of political science dedicated to the study of world politics, global affairs and relations between states, ideological analysis involves the study of the An in-depth analysis of these different interpretations is beyond the scope of this inquiry, which is concerned rather with the prominence of discipline. 4 Rathbun, a year later, expressed his surprise at the absence of scholarship on ideology and international politics, even as the 'constructivist turn' heralded a shift towards analysing ideas in an international context. 5 Cantir and Kaarbo, in a recent survey, also noted that 'there is little research on partisanship and political ideology in foreign policy [studies]'. 6 Thérien, most recently, has addressed the absence of ideological analysis in IR, noting his surprise that "the notion of ideology has not been systematically used in the analysis of world politics and global governance". 7 This lacuna, moreover, is reinforced by the corresponding tendency for scholars of 'domestic' politics to shy away from the study of international belief-systems. This then raises the interesting question of why ideological analysis has, in spite of repeated efforts, failed to take root in the discipline? Most scholars making the case for ideological analysis have cited the enduring appeal of realism as the main explanation for this underdevelopment. 9 Yet this explanation is insufficient, since realism ceased to be the dominant paradigm of international studies in the 1990s -having since been superseded by constructivism 10 -and since realism has always remained marginal within British and European IR. 11 Both Rathbun and Thérien, for instance, record their surprise that the constructivist turn has not led to a more robust research programme on ideology and international relations. 12 Even the growth of liberal theory -regardless of its association with rationalist assumptions and methodology 13 -should have opened up greater space for ideology in the discipline, given its emphasis on sub-state variation in strategies and the ideational sources of foreign policy. 14 To put it another way, while realism is no-longer dominant, international studies has failed to develop a broader appreciation for ideological analysis beyond a few isolated examples.
A further reason for ideological analysis not taking off in the mainstream is the challenge it poses to the assumption of analytical neutrality at the core of these diverse theoretical paradigms. Adherents of individual paradigms treat the structures of thought that could inform ideological analysis as ontological 'truths', a status they are understandably reluctant to give up. Indeed, as noted in a standard textbook on the concept: 15 [T]he word ideology comes trailing clouds of pejorative connotation…That our thought might be ideological is a suggestion that we almost instinctively reject lest the foundations of our most cherished concepts turn out to be composed of more shifting sand than we would like.
There is no doubt some truth in the idea some scholars prefer the labels of 'theory' to 'ideology', the preference for pursuing non-ideological study. Yet here again the explanation is incomplete; since the 'constructivist turn' in the 1990s, a significant number of scholars have sought to jettison the analytical assumptions behind positivist research and have embraced the interdependence of theory and practice. 16 Here again, even after the advent of a more reflexive approach to social inquiry in the field, the ideological analysis of international traditions has not occurred to the degree that might have been expected. Historical scholarship on international ideologies may be differentiated from the other research programmes under discussion by the epistemological and ontological assumptions underlying the historical method. First, historical works are generally inductive rather than deductive; they seek to infer more generalizable claims from their narratives rather than create (or interpret) the empirical record through a deductively established theoretical lens. 43 As a result, the arguments proffered by historians regarding ideology are generally more specific than their alternatives, having been 'fitted' to the case under study. 44 There is also a significant critical literature influenced by the writings of Antonio Gramsci which has focused much of its attention on the efficacy of the global, elite-driven nature of neoliberal ideology and its implications for international relations. 69 Gill, for example, has examined the powerstructures, in the form of domestic and transnational 'complexes', underpinning the globalisation of free-market liberalism since the 1980s, 70 while Birchfield has similarly utilised Gramsci's thought to expose the agency required to maintain the ideological hegemony of globalization as 'common sense'. 71 These works place significant emphasis on the efficacy of ideology as an independent driving force in world politics and its role in constituting 'subjectivity', in contrast to more traditional ('unreconstructed') Marxist accounts which regard international ideologies as the product of economic and historical conditions. Britain which emphasises the power of the discourse to legitimate imperialist foreign policies. 74 Other reflexivist scholarship is associated with, and influenced by, postmodern constructivism in IR. 75 
What is the status of these beliefs?
One area of significant disagreement -indeed, one that divides the field of study more than anything else -is that over the ontological status of international 'ideologies'. Whilst many scholars agree that beliefs about Analytical works often utilise a scientistic register, emphasising the systematic nature of the different worldviews (e.g. 'belief system').
Philosophical works are least likely to utilise the term ideology, opting generally for 'tradition of thought' or 'political theory', perhaps an unsurprising observation from a discipline that is traditionally highly selfaware of its roots, and less concerned with the conduct of social analysis itself. Conversely, in historical and critical scholarship the term 'ideology' has been used almost exclusively, the term being both a frequent lens of finally, has utilised a broader register, its identifying feature being the frequency with which terms associated with social analysis are utilised synonymously with ideology (e.g. 'theory', 'paradigm', 'folk theory').
The diversity in the language used to describe these beliefs matters for several reasons. Whilst the works considered here discuss the same phenomenon, the diversity of language hints at an underlying disagreement as to how it is best described. Most works discussed, for The diversity of language has contributed to the separateness of conversations about ideology and world politics. In many cases research on understudied ideologies has already taken place using different terminology, but with the same basic assumptions. But, although terminological debates matter, there are limits to the importance that deserves to be ascribed to linguistic differences. To begin with, in the manner they are actually utilised, most of these terms may be treated as synonymous with ideology, since they analyse collective beliefs consisting of inter-linked propositions concerning the international realm. Hence, although the diversity of language usage speaks to the existence of disagreement over the ontological status of ideology, there is a strong case to be made that the scholars discussed above are investigating essentially the same phenomenon. Where deeper questions about the nature of ideology are at stake, it must be remembered that few scholars of ideology agree on the ontological status of what is, by its very nature, an essentially contested concept. 88 Rather than allowing terminological differences to stymie discussion of ideology, we should consider these debates a core part of ideological analysis in world politics, debating the differences implied by the various labels and how substituting terms changes our understanding of the concept.
How should these beliefs be studied?
A second area of disagreement is methodological. To gain leverage over the nature and role of international ideology, a wide array of diverse What's at stake in the methodological debate is the most appropriate means of understanding the complex relationship between ideology and world politics. Each method has advantages and disadvantages in this respect. Single case studies highlight in the clearest detail the mechanisms linking ideology to outcomes in world politics, illustrating the complexities of individual and collective worldviews and their impact on the policy process at key moments. But this detail comes at a price, since the generalizability of these cases may be legitimately called into question.
Comparative studies offer greater leverage over the general effects of ideology, since they show the effects of varying levels (or kinds) of ideology, although in doing so they rely overly on a deterministic model of causation less amenable to nuance than narrative or single-case The greatest diversity in ideologies identified and studied is to be found in 899-912.
